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AbstractThe aerodynamic performance of a helicopter rotor is strongly affected by the structure of its wake. Rotorsimulations usingmodern computational methods have the potential to capture high levels of detail, whichrecently triggered discussions of secondary vortex braids entangling the primary tip vortices. These struc-tures are highly dependent on the numerical settings and need experimental validation. The current workinvestigates the wake of a subscale rotor in ground effect by time–resolved and volumetric flow field mea-surements using the “Shake–The–Box” technique. Both the Lagrangian tracks of the flow tracers and thederived gradient–based vortex criteria clearly verify the existence of secondary vortices. A post–processingscheme is applied to isolate these vortices in larger datasets. No distinct spatial organization of the struc-tures was observed, but a slightly preferred sense of rotation which agrees to the shear of the wake swirl.The secondary structures were created shortly downstream of the rotor blades, starting at wake ages ofabout 70 degree.

Nomenclature

c Chord length, c = 0.061m
CT Thrust coeff.,CT = T/(ρ(2πR f )2πR2)
f Rotor frequency, f = 20.83Hz
H Rotor plane height, m
Q Q–criterion, 1/s2
Qneg Negative secondary vortex criterion, 1/s2
Qpos Positive secondary vortex criterion, 1/s2
Qtip Tip vortex criterion, 1/s2
R Rotor radius, R = 0.775m
T Rotor thrust, N
TU Turbulence level, see Eq. 1
u, v,w Cartesian velocity components, m/s
Vh Hover–induced velocity,

Vh =
√

T/(2ρπR2), m/s
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Vtip Blade tip velocity,Vtip = 101.4m/s
x, y, z Cartesian coordinate system, m
� Difference between two values
ρ Air density, ρ = 1.18 kg/m3

	 Azimuth angle, deg
	w Tip vortex wake age, deg
~ω Vorticity vector, 1/s
r Nabla operator
Superscripts
X Time–averaged value
0 Time–varying fluctuation value
Abbreviations
CFD Computational fluid dynamicsDLR German Aerospace CenterHFSB Helium–filled soap bubblesLED Light–emitting diodePIV Particle image velocimetryppc Particles per cellSTB Shake-The-Box
1. Introduction

The wake of a helicopter main rotor is a highlythree–dimensional and unsteady flow field. It is
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characterized by the interaction of multiple struc-tures such as the blade tip vortices, the blade shearlayers, the rotor downwash, and the surroundingexternal flow. The wake has a strong influence onthe aerodynamics of individual blades and on theperformance of the entire rotor. Wake–related phe-nomena like blade–vortex interactions or the wakeimpingement on the tail boom are known to limitthe flight envelope of a helicopter.The capabilities of recent high–fidelity numeri-cal simulations provide insight into the details ofrotor wake aerodynamics. Figure 1 shows a resultfrom Jain’s 1 study of a hovering S-76 rotor, usinga time–accurate OVERFLOW simulation with a highspatial resolution and SA–DES turbulence modelingin the wake region. The large–scale helical blade tipvortices are accompanied by many smaller–scaledstructures. The detail at the bottom of Fig. 1 shows aseries of secondary vortices which entangle two tipvortices. Similar phenomena were found in severalother computational studies2,3,4,5 and are subject tocontroversial discussions.

Secondary 
vortices

Tip vortices

Figure 1: Four–bladed rotor wake visualized by iso-surfaces of the Q–criterion, modified from Jain 1
The wake layout of a two–bladed rotor issketched in Fig. 2, with blue and red color markingthe wakes of blade 1 and 2. The counterclockwisetip vortices convect along the slipstream boundary.The local downstream motion of the blade shearlayers is driven by the spanwise lift distribution, andit is up to about twice as fast as the convection ofthe tip vortices. Therefore, the shear layers are onlypartly entrained by their corresponding tip vortex,and at some point they pass the preceding tip vor-tex. The outboard part of the shear layer is thenstretched between the two tip vortices in an “S”–shaped layout, and a roll–up due to secondary in-stabilities is supposed to result in secondary vortexbraids entangling the primary tip vortices.Chaderjian and Buning6 term the secondary vor-tices as “worms”. They argue that their axial stretch-

ing in the velocity field of a pair of tip vortices aug-ments the worms’ rotation due to conservation ofmomentum. Hence, the worms are likely to occurin a phase where a blade shear layer approachesa preceding tip vortex. It is noted that the en-tire phenomenon has a strong resemblance to sec-ondary vortex braids occurring in corotating Kelvin–Helmholtz instabilities of mixing layers (e.g. Bernaland Roshko7) or counterrotating von–Kármán vor-tices in the wake of bluff bodies (e.g. Gibeau et al.8).
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Figure 2: Schematic of a two–bladed rotor wake(blades 1/2), modified from Martin and Leishman9
Abras et al. 10 noted that the occurrence andstructure of the secondary vortices in CFD rotorstudies are largely dependent on the simulationtime and on the numerical setup including meshresolution or turbulence model. In some cases abreakdown of the entire wake due to secondaryvortices was observed. The authors term this event“vortex soup” and discuss countermeasures appli-cable to the CFD setup. In a review of hover perfor-mance prediction workshops, Egolf et al. 11 list sec-ondary vortex braids and their relation to the wakebreakdown as an important unanswered questionin modern rotor simulations, which underlines theneed for experimental validation data.The majority of wake–related rotor experimentsstudied pointwise or planar measurement regions,for example by applying flow visualization or par-ticle image velocimetry to azimuthal slice planes 12similar to the sketch in Fig. 2. In this case the sec-ondary vortices leave footprints in the out–of–planevelocity, and several investigations found promisingclues but no unambiguous proof. Therefore, a con-clusive study of the complex spatial wake structurerequires volumetric measurement techniques. Theapplication of volumetric methods has gained in-creasing interest over the last decade despite thehigh experimental effort, as for example shown in atip vortex study of a marine propeller using tomo-graphic PIV 13.The current work applies the time–resolvedparticle–tracking method “Shake–The–Box” (STB) 14in combination with the data assimilation tool
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“FlowFit” 15 to the rotor wake of a two–bladed sub-scale helicopter operated in ground effect. Themeasurement volume captures a part of the rotorwake’s slipstream boundary, including several suc-cessive tip vortices, over an azimuthal segment ofabout �	 = 24�. The results provide new insightinto the flow structure and prove the existence ofsecondary vortex braids as predicted by CFD simu-lations.
2. Experimental setup

2.1. Model helicopter

The model helicopter “Align T-Rex 800” was rigidlymounted above a horizontal ground plate, seeFig. 3. The main rotor was equipped with two un-twisted “Spinblades Black Belt 685” rotor blades,which had a radius of R = 0.775m and a chordlength of c = 0.061m. The distance between theground plate and the rotor plane was set to ei-ther 0.7 R or 1.0 R. The rotor speed was regulated,and monitored by a laser light barrier. The geomet-ric blade pitch angle was adjusted through the col-lective swashplate setting. The thrust, T , was mea-sured by a piezoelectric balance attached to thelower end of the model sting support.
Model 

helicopter
Rotor 
plane

Ground 
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Sting support 
with balance 

LED light 
window
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nozzle racks
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Figure 3: Model helicopter setup

2.2. Volumetric flow measurements

The volumetric flow fields were acquired using theSTB method introduced by Schanz et al. 14. Theflow was seeded with helium–filled soap bubbles(HFSB) acting as tracer particles for the velocity of

the surrounding fluid. The bubbles measured ap-proximately 350µm in diameter, and were gener-ated through 130 HFSB nozzles with a design simi-lar to that described by Bosbach et al. 16. The noz-zles were arranged in nine “linear nozzle arrays”and fed by two “LaVision HFSB” generators. About
6�106 neutrally buoyant HFSB per second were gen-erated with the applied mass flow settings of thegenerators. The undisturbed lifetime of the bub-bles amounts to about 100 s under laboratory con-ditions 17. A homogeneous seeding density in themajority of the measurement domain was achievedshorty after rotor spin–up. However, distinct voidsin the tip vortex centers were observed. The voidsreveal limitations of the HFSB tracking fidelity, seesection 3.2 for further discussions.The output rate and lifetime of HFSB tracerbubbles is smaller than, for example, aerosolizedoil droplets usually applied in particle image ve-locimetry. Therefore, an enclosed hover chamber of
7.2 R� 5.2 R� 5.2 R with glass windows for opticalaccess was designed to maintain a sufficient tracerseeding density in the rotor flow. A sketch of thissetup is shown in Fig. 4.
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Figure 4: Sketch of the test section geometry
The measurement volume was illuminated usingfour high–intensity LED arrays “HardSoft ILM 501CG”with a total of 300 diodes. The green light pulseshad a duration of 53µs and a narrow beam angle,entering the test section through a flush–mountedglass insert in the ground plate. Figure 5 shows along–term exposure of the experiment capturingmultiple successive light flashes, indicating the par-ticle tracks as pathlines.A system of five high–speed cameras was in-stalled, consisting of three “Phantom VEO 640L” andtwo “LaVision Imager HS 4M” cameras. The corre-sponding image sizes were set to 1600 � 2048 pix-els and 1592 � 1776 pixels (width�height) due to
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Figure 5: Illuminated STB measurement volumewith HFSB tracer particles
bandwidth restrictions. All cameras were synchro-nized to the LED pulses and observed the volumefrom different viewing directions forming an in-cluded angle of slightly more than 90�. The camerapositions and tilt angles were adjusted so that theground surface is at the image’s lower edge and par-allel to the viewing direction. This enables a trackingof soap bubbles close to the ground. The total num-ber of bubbles within the measurement volume islarger than 105, and their image diameter rangedbetween three and five pixels, see Fig. 6.

Figure 6: Cutout of a sample image showing HFSBbubbles and ground plate, 500� 300 pixels
The camera viewing parameters were calibratedusing a calibration target, which was imaged byall cameras simultaneously. Two parallel planesseparated by 400mm were recorded. The result-ing calibrations were refined using volume self–calibration 18, and the volumetrically resolved parti-cle imaging properties were extracted using a cali-bration of the optical transfer function 19.The camera image repetition rate of 1.8kHz (�t=

556µs) enabled a time–resolved Lagrangian parti-cle tracking of the bubbles using the “Shake–The–Box” algorithm. This method exploits the time in-formation and converges to a state where nearlyall imaged particles are tracked. In a first processing

pass the number of tracked particles increases fromabout 5 �104 to 105 over the first 50 time steps. Asecond pass, working on a time–reversed image se-quence and extending the known tracks backwardsin time, further increases the number of trackedparticles. The tracks are post–processed using theB–spline based filtering approach “TrackFit” 15 with asmoothing parameter, the crossover frequency, setto 0.2. The resulting position accuracy is estimatedto 38µm.In a second step, the flow field in the full mea-surement volume is interpolated using DLR’s “Flow-Fit” 15 approach, which is based on a data assimila-tion scheme using cubic spline functions resultingin a continuous representation of the time-resolved3D velocity and pressure fields. The evaluation wasthen restricted to a rectangular region of interestcovering 585mm (0.75 R) in height and 385mm(0.5 R) in both width and depth. For the current testcases this volume contains 8.3�104�12% valid par-ticles depending on the time–varying seeding den-sity. FlowFit’s spline system was set to a cell spac-ing of 4mm (5.2 � 10�3 R) corresponding to an av-erage ratio of 0.06 particles per cell (ppc), which issimilar compared to preceding studies with about0.1 ppc 17,20. In a non-linear optimization schemeFlowFit minimizes cost functions for the differencesof velocity and acceleration at the Lagrangian parti-cle tracks while continuity and conservation of mo-mentum is enforced in the full volume. The resultingEulerian flow description is then calculated by sam-pling the spline functions to a regular Cartesian gridwith a spacing of 2mm (2.6�10�3 R). The volumetricdata can now be used to calculate vortex identifica-tion criteria based on the local velocity gradients.For each test condition a total of 3800 flow fields,corresponding to about 44 rotor revolutions, wereacquired to enable statistical analyses.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Test cases and average flow field

The experiments were conducted at a constant ro-tor frequency of f = 20.83Hz, corresponding to atip speed of Vtip = 101.4m/s. The test cases “TC1”and “TC2” use the same collective swashplate set-ting with a geometric blade pitch angle of about 10�,but different rotor heights above ground (H/R=0.7versus H/R = 1.0). The lower height results in aslightly higher thrust (T = 108N versus T = 99N)due to the increased ground effect. The settingscorrespond to about 80% of the rotor’s maximumthrust setting, and a thrust–to–weight ratio of abouttwo considering the free–flying model helicopter.Table 1 summarizes the relevant aerodynamic
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parameters of both cases. The hover–induced ve-locity Vh calculated from the momentum theory isused as a reference value for the measured wakevelocities.
TC1 TC2

Rotor frequency f , Hz 20.83Rotor height H/R 0.7 1.0Thrust, N 108 99Thrust coefficientCT 0.0047 0.0043Hover–ind. velocityVh, m/s 4.93 4.70
Table 1: Conditions for test cases 1 and 2

Figure 7 shows the time–averaged flow field forTC1, with the grid borders corresponding to the sizeof the STB volume. The x–axis is collinear to therotor axis and points downwards. The y–axis co-incides with the azimuth angle 	 = 270�, that is,the blade’s spanwise direction when it points to theright (also see Fig. 4). The z–axis points in the direc-tion of the blade motion. The coordinate origin wasset to the blade tip position determined by the cam-era system. The tip–to–ground distance was there-fore slightly larger (up to 20mm or 0.03 R) than thenominal rotor disk height in Tab. 1 due to the bend-ing of the rotating blade under airloads. The red linein Fig. 7marks the tip’s path in the STB volume.

Figure 7: TC1, measurement volume and time–averaged flow field
The velocity levels and the streamline pattern ofthe z=0–slice plane in Fig. 7 show large parts of therotor wake’s slipstream boundary. The downwashvelocitymagnitudeV reaches itsmaximumof about

twice the hover–induced velocity Vh at a radial posi-tion of 0.1 R inboard of the tip. Shortly below the ro-tor plane the wake contracts towards the rotor axisin the negative y–direction, before being deflectedoutboard and forming a wall jet due to the proxim-ity of the ground plate. The entrainment of externalflow can also be seen, particularly by means of theinboard–directed, almost horizontal streamlines inthe blade tip region.Figure 8 compares the flow patterns of TC1 (left,repeated from Fig. 7) and TC2 (right). For TC2 theposition of the STB volume was kept constant butthe height of the rotor plane H/R was increasedby 0.3, meaning that the early wake developmentis no longer captured. The larger ground clearanceresults in a smaller curvature of the wake boundary,and the wall jet at the right border of the volume isslower and further away from the ground.

Figure 8: TC1 (left) and TC2 (right), time–averagedflow field at z=0

The black lines in Fig. 9 are the time–averagednormalized velocity profiles extracted halfway be-tween rotor plane and ground level, at x/R = 0.35for TC1 and x/R=0.50 for TC2 as indicated by whitedashed lines in Fig. 8. At this stage the average wakeprofile of both test cases is very similar. The veloc-ity fluctuation level can be expressed by the overallturbulence level TU ,
(1) TU =

1

Vh

√
1

3

(
u 02 + v 02 + w 02

)
,

as indicated by red lines in Fig. 9. The highest levelsof up to 50% are found in the wake’s shear layer at
y=0, they coincide with the steepest velocity gradi-ent ∂V/∂y.A decomposition into Cartesian velocities showsthat the time–averaged wake contains a positive w–component pointing in rotor–tangential direction.
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Figure 9: Average velocity and turbulence level at
z=0 and x/R=0.35 (TC1) or x/R=0.50 (TC2)

This component represents the wake swirl due tothe rotation of the blades, see the blue line and redarrowmarkers in Fig. 10 (top). The swirl velocity levelis up to 20% Vh or 1m/s. The resulting radial gradi-ent ∂w/∂y < 0 towards the external flow could bethe source of an asymmetric secondary vortex cre-ation in the slipstream boundary, see section 3.4.
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Figure 10: Velocity components (top) and turbulencelevels (bottom) in x, y, z–direction at z=0 and x/R=
0.35 (TC1)
When considering the components of the turbu-lence level in Fig. 10 (bottom), for example in x–direction defined as

(2) TU,x =
1

Vh

√
u 02 ,

it can be seen that the velocity fluctuations arestrongly anisotropic. The overall TU–peak at y=0 isreflected by the TU,x– and TU,y–components (greenand orange lines) with maximum values around
60%, whereas the TU,z–component (blue line) ex-hibits only slightly increased levels of about 30%

throughout the entire shear layer region between
�0.1< y/R< 0.15. This anisotropy indicates large–scale coherent flow structures, in particular the tipvortices, which induce x, y–velocity fluctuations dueto their spatial alignment. In the external flow, y/R>
0.2, all three TU–components agree on a commonisotropic level around 20%.
3.2. Vortex identification and particle tracks

Figure 11 shows the instantaneous vortical structureof a sample flow field taken from test case TC1. Thegreen isosurfaces correspond to a positive thresh-old for theQ–criterion as calculated from the three–dimensional velocity gradient tensor.

Figure 11: TC1, instantaneous Q–isosurfaces
Four blade tip vortices appear as cylindrical struc-tures aligned in the z–direction. They were cre-ated during two revolutions of the two–bladed rotorand have wake ages of 	w = 70�, 250�, 430�, and

610� at z = 0. The vortices convect downstreamalong the slipstream boundary, and they becomeincreasingly disorganized with advancing wake age.Some secondary vortices stretch between the pri-mary tip vortices, but they are masked by mea-surement noise and small–scale aerodynamic tur-bulence which cannot be properly resolved with thecurrent mean distance of tracer particles. Particu-larly the wall jet close to the ground surface appearsas a chaotic and unordered region of high turbu-lence. Further post–processing is required to iso-late the relevant structures. This will be illustratedwith reference to two sub–volumes marked by
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yellow boxes in Fig. 11, containing a primary vortex(volume 1) and a secondary vortex (volume 2).A left side view of the velocity field in volume 1as predicted by FlowFit showing every third velocityvector in both x, y–directions is in Fig. 12a. It is dom-inated by the circulation of the tip vortex, which isapparent when subtracting the central convectionvelocity (red arrow) yielding the velocity vectors inthe tip vortex reference frame (black arrows).

(a) Velocity vectors (A)after subtracting the vor-tex convection (A)
(b) Convection–correctedparticle tracks, positionsat t��t, t, t+�t (�, �, �)

(c) Decomposed unfil-tered Qtip–criterion
(d) Decomposed filtered
Qtip–criterion

Figure 12: Tip vortex in volume 1 of Fig. 11, left sideview
The volume contains 78 tracer particles, whoseconvection–corrected tracks for three successive ac-quisition time steps (t ��t, t, t +�t) are shown inFig. 12b. All tracks agree on a counterclockwise ro-tational motion around a common center, but thecenter itself contains a particle void indicating defi-ciencies in the flow–tracing ability of the soap bub-bles. The velocity information within the vortex coreis therefore unreliable, and the current work will notdiscuss tip vortex–core related properties such ascore radius or maximum swirl velocity. It is notedthat Caridi et al.21 achieved a sufficient HFSB seed-ing of a delta–wing leading–edge vortex. However,the vortex creation differs from the current case,given that Caridi’s wing has a smaller inflow veloc-ity and a much larger effective chord length alongwhich the vortex is created. History– and particlesize–effectsmay play a crucial role, and even a slightdensity mismatch to the surrounding fluid has alarge impact under the strong centrifugal forces.

The scalar Q–value is decomposed into Cartesiancomponents as proposed by Gibeau et al.8 usingthe vorticity unit vector ~ωn, that is, the direction ofthe vorticity:

(3) ~ωn =

 ωn,x
ωn,y
ωn,z

 =
r�~u
jr �~uj

Other approaches to directional vortex criteria,such as the “Rortex”–criterion defined by Gao andLiu22, do not change the findings of this study. Thetip vortices can now be identified using

(4) Qtip =
{
�ωn,z � Q; ωn,z < 0

0; ωn,z � 0
.

The negative sign is introduced so that the tip vor-tices have positive Qtip–values despite their nega-tive z–rotational sense. A transformation into rotorhub–centered cylinder coordinates is disregarded,since the volume only covers an azimuthal rangeof �	 = �12�, and the related curvature of thevortex tubes is small. The Qtip–distribution for vol-ume 1 is given in Fig. 12c, representing a slice cutthrough the tip vortex. The highest values are ob-served in an annular region close to the innermosttracer particles. This annular shape is due to the in-valid velocity information within the particle void,since the peak Q–values are always expected in thecenter of a vortex. Therefore, a convolution filter isapplied in order to correctly capture the shape andthe central position of the tip vortices. This methodwas proposed by van der Wall and Richard23 with aview to tracer voids, and later applied by Bauknechtet al.24. The current filter kernel for Qtip uses aGauss distribution adapted to an expected radiusof 24mm (3.1% R). The convolution–filtered result,see Fig. 12d, fills the void without altering the shapeof the unfiltered Qtip–distribution.A top–down view of the secondary vortex flow involume 2 is given in Fig. 13a, here showing every sec-ond velocity vector in both y/z–directions. The cen-tral convection velocity (red arrow) is larger than theswirl velocities of the vortex itself, but a subtractionstill reveals the circular flow pattern. The secondaryvortex’s sphere of influence is small in comparisonto the tip vortex. A saddle point is created in theflow (orange diamond marker), and the vectors inthe upper right corner of Fig. 13a do not comply withthe swirling motion.Volume 2 contains 58 tracer particles, whosetracks are shown in Fig. 13b. There is no distinct par-ticle void in which the tracer density is significantlylower than in the rest of the volume. The majorityof the tracer bubbles, except for those in the upper
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(a) Velocity vectors (A)after subtracting the vor-tex convection (A)
(b) Convection–correctedparticle tracks, positionsat t��t, t, t+�t (�, �, �)

(c) Decomposed un-filtered Qneg–criterion
(d) Decomposed filtered
Qneg–criterion

Figure 13: Secondary vortex in volume 2 of Fig. 11,top–down view

right corner, have a coherent counterclockwise mo-tion around a common center. This means that thesecondary vortex can be identified from the time–resolved tracer particle position data, without Flow-Fit or vortex identification criteria, which is an im-portant proof for the existence of these vortices.The chosen criterion for secondary vortices mul-tiplies theQ–values with a projection of the unit vor-ticity vector onto the x, y–plane,
(5) ωn,xy =

√
ωn,x

2 + ωn,y
2 ,

to account for the oblique S–shape of the struc-tures. The positive and negative senses of rotationare determined by the sign of the ωn,x–component:

Qpos =
{

ωn,xy � Q; ωn,x > 0

0; ωn,x � 0
(6)

Qneg =
{

ωn,xy � Q; ωn,x < 0

0; ωn,x � 0 .
(7)
The rotational motion in Figs. 13a and 13b points inthe negative x–direction and is therefore capturedby the Qneg–criterion as shown by the blue coloringin Fig. 13c. The secondary vortex can be clearly iden-tified without further postprocessing. Nevertheless,a convolution filter is applied to be consistent with

the tip vortex–procedure and to remove residualsmall–scale structures. The filter size was adaptedto a smaller core size, assuming a filter radius of
8mm or 1% R. This corresponds to one third of thetip vortex diameter, and the result of this filter isgiven in Fig. 13d.As a last filter step, only coherent volumes ex-ceeding a threshold for Qtip, Qpos, or Qneg are ac-cepted. The secondary structures are expected to

Figure 14: TC1, instantaneous isosurfaces of the de-composed criteria Qtip(�), Qpos(�), and Qneg(�)

Figure 15: TC1, left side view of Fig. 14
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be slender, inducing an additional geometric aspectratio–constraint with a minimum height of �x/R =
0.15 at a maximum width of �z/R = 0.08. The re-sult of this post–processing scheme applied to theentire STB volume is shown in Fig. 14.In contrast to Fig. 11, the flow structure can nowbe clearly identified. The earliest secondary struc-tures are created at a young wake age, here stretch-ing between the first two tip vortices aged about
	w = 70� and 	w = 150�. In this exampleboth positive and negative senses of rotation, corre-sponding to red and blue isosurfaces, occur simul-taneously and in roughly equal shares. A more de-tailed statistical analysis of the entire dataset is insection 3.4.The interaction between primary and secondarystructures is visualized in a left side view of themeasurement volume, see Fig. 15. The secondarystructures stretch between the tip vortices on anS–shaped path, which supports the findings of ear-lier computational studies as discussed in Fig. 1, andthe close relation between secondary vortices andblade shear layer as discussed in Fig. 2.
3.3. Aperiodicity and tip vortex trajectories

The structure of four additional TC1 flow samples isshown in Fig. 16. The rotor azimuth and, hence, theage of the tip vortices are the same as in Fig. 14.The vortex identification scheme is universallyapplicable, but the occurrence, position, and incli-nation of the secondary vortices are different in in-dividual rotor revolutions. From a visual inspectionof the entire TC1 data no recurring spatial organi-zation of the secondary structures, for example interms of a regular spacing distance or alternatingsenses of rotation, was observed. The existence ofan ordered structure is implied by other secondary–instability phenomena, for example found in the
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wake of a bluff body8. However, most of the cor-responding studies were conducted at much lowerReynolds numbers and smaller flow aperiodicities.A common way to gain a deeper insight into thedata is to analyze the phase–averaged wake proper-ties as a function of its age 	w, probably using ad-ditional conditions such as outlier removal, modalfiltering, etc. This approach is hampered in the cur-rent case since even the primary vortices have apronounced aperiodicity. The tip vortex center po-sitions were identified in the z = 0–plane over theentire TC1 and TC2 measurement intervals of �t =
2.1 s, or about 44 rotor revolutions. The centers areshown in Fig. 17 for every fifth time step. Due to thedifferent rotor heights in relation to the fixed STBvolume, the tip vortices can be tracked with a min-imum age of 	w � 0� for TC1 (shortly behind theblade’s trailing edge), and	w�340� for TC2.

(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 16: TC1, instantaneous samples, wake age and visualization ofQtip(�),Qpos(�),Qneg(�) as in Figs. 14, 15
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A significant scatter of the individual tip vor-tex trajectories is apparent, which increases fromyounger to older wake ages. When leaving the mea-surement volume in the lower right corners themean trajectories (black lines) are located 0.18 R(TC1) and 0.21 R (TC2) above ground, but the indi-vidual positions scatter with a standard deviation ofabout 0.05 R (TC1) or 0.08 R (TC2). No systematicdifference between both rotor blades was found.The vortex trajectories and the wake boundary areslowly altered over the course of several rotor rev-olutions, which can be seen from the color–codedtime stamps of the data points. A pronounced un-steadiness of the vortex trajectories in ground ef-fect has been reported for both model scale25,26and full scale27,28 tests. In the current case it is sus-pected that the unsteadiness is further promotedby the confined test stand enclosure.Some of the trajectories have distinct bumps,which are connected to the “vortex pairing” phe-nomenon. This long–wave instability mechanism29
does not depend on secondary structures but canbe caused by an uneven spacing of primary vor-tices inducing a pairwise orbital motion around

each other. Pairing phenomena are frequently re-ported in rotor wake studies, particular in the pres-ence of ground effects28,30 promoting large–scaleunsteadiness. A prominent pairing–related upwarddeflection of a TC1 vortex trajectory is highlightedin Fig. 17, left. The corresponding volumetric pro-cess is shown Fig. 18 by means of four consecu-tive Qtip–visualizations with a wake age stepping of
�	w = 70�. In Fig. 18a vortex A has an age of about
	w = 570�, and the separation distance to thesuccessive vortex B is notably smaller than usual.After the separation distance is further decreasedand the vortex tubes A and B are bent towardseach other (Fig. 18b), the mutually induced veloc-ity fields decelerate and raise vortex A but acceler-ate and push down vortex B (Fig. 18c). This initiatesthe orbital motion and the corresponding deflec-tions of the trajectories. As a result, vortex B over-takes vortex A and the order is reversed (Fig. 18d)shortly before both structures leave the measure-ment volume. In some other cases the pairing waseven followed by a merging of tip vortices. Regard-ing the entire test interval of TC1, an irregular pairingstructure of older tip vortices with 	w > 360� was

(a) Vortex A:	w = 570� (b)	w + 70� (c)	w + 140� (d)	w + 210�

Figure 18: TC1, Paring process of tip vortices A and B visualized by Qtip(�)

(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 19: TC2, instantaneous samples, visualization of Qtip(�), Qpos(�), Qneg(�) as in Figs. 14, 15
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observed in about one third of the rotor revolutions.Figure 19 shows four instantaneous flow fieldsfrom TC2, and the general findings are similar toTC1 despite the rotor’s larger ground clearance andthe higher wake age in the STB volume. There aresamples with regularly spaced tip vortex tubes en-tangled by secondary structures (Fig. 19a) as wellas pairing events with a reversed tip vortex order(Fig. 19b). In some few examples an even more com-plicated breakdown of the primary vortex systemwas observed at older wake ages. This includes thepairing and merging process of three tip vortices,see the green arrow markers in Fig. 19c. Figure 19dshows an instantaneous flow field in which a se-ries of three secondary structures (see the orangearrow markers) are tightly coupled to the tip vor-tices and tilted in the z–direction, therefore, the en-tire structure is identified as a single coherent vor-tex volume appearing in gray color. The center-lines of the tip vortices are strongly distorted, re-sulting in a “criss–cross” vortex pattern which suc-cessively breaks down into smaller structures. Com-plex three-dimensional breakdown mechanisms in-volving secondary vortices have been described be-fore, for example regarding the interaction of twocollinear and corotating vortex tubes, see Lewekeet al.31 for a comprehensive review.
3.4. Time– and phase–averaged statistics

The time–averaged secondary vortex strengths
Qpos and Qneg were calculated over 3800 flow sam-ples, differentiating between positive and negativesenses of rotation. The results for TC1, see Fig. 20a,and TC2, see Fig. 20b, were additionally averaged inthe z–direction over the STB volume’s entire width.The quantitative levels of Qpos and Qneg are not in-terpreted, but all figures use the same isoline valuesto enable a direct comparison.The distribution of secondary Q–values closelyfollows the rotor wake boundary and the mean tra-jectories of the tip vortices (black lines). In stream-wise direction the largest values of both test casesand both senses of rotation are observed betweenabout 0.3 R and 0.5 R below the rotor plane, corre-sponding to tip vortex ages 	w between 340� and
600�. This also implies a secondary vortex forma-tion for 	w < 340� and a vortex dissolution for
	w>600�.An overall comparison of Qpos (red coloring) and
Qneg (blue coloring) reveals larger Qneg–values inboth test cases, that is, a slight preference towards anegative sense of rotation. The rotational directionof the blades can be the cause for this imbalance.As already shown by the blue line in Fig. 10 (top),the wake’s swirl results in a positive rotor–tangential

(a) TC1

(b) TC2
Figure 20: Time–averaged secondary vortexstrength Qpos (left, �) and Qneg (right, �)

w–velocity component. The shear in the slipstreamboundary, ∂w/∂y< 0, coincides with a negative ro-tational sense of the secondary vortices. However,experimental asymmetries such as the helicopter’stail boom or the rectangular ground plate and testenclosure, or slightly de–trimmed rotor blades mayalso be the cause.The aperiodicity of the flow as discussed insection 3.3 impedes the interpretation of phase–averaged quantities. On the background of the tipvortex scatter and the time–averaged Qpos– and
Qneg–distributions, the most promising approach isto investigate negative secondary vortices in theearly rotor wake of TC1. A corresponding sub–volume was selected, as sketched by the dashedorange line in Fig. 20a (right). In each instanta-neousmeasurement the rotor azimuth angle	wasused to calculate the local age of the youngest tipvortex 	w in planar slices of the volume at con-stant z–levels. The wake is periodic with a length of
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�	w = 180� when assuming that the aerodynam-ics of the two rotor blades are identical. The Q–distributions of the slices were binned according to
	w in intervals of 10� and then phase–averaged.Figure 21 shows a subset of the results for eight dif-ferent tip vortex ages.The gray circular areas represent high valuesof Qtip and, therefore, the approximate phase–averaged position of the primary tip vortices. Thetip vortex downward motion along the slipstreamboundary is clearly visible. The marked gray areasare larger than the individual vortices due to theaperiodic scatter eroding the phase statistics. Forsingle vortices, this aperiodicity can be counteredby identifying and aligning the individual vortex cen-ter positions, for example shown by Kindler et al.32.However, this approach is not useful in the currentsituation when treating a system of multiple inter-leaving primary and secondary structures.Shortly downstream of the rotor blades, at an ageof 	w = 0� . . . 10� shown in Fig. 21a, the youngesttip vortex is located near the top of the measure-ment region. Its center is slightly above (x < 0)

and inboard (y < 0) of the tip position due to theroll–up process over the suction side of the bladetip. Note that there are no significant secondary Q–values in between the first two tip vortices, whichis expected since the youngest trailing blade shearlayer is still close to its corresponding primary vor-tex. Further downstream large Qneg–values, rep-resented by blue coloring, entangle the older tipvortices aged 180� . . . 190� and 360� . . . 370�. Fig-ures 21b and 21c show that there are no significantchanges in the wake structure up to a vortex ageof about 	w = 70�, apart from the downward con-vectionmotion. Structured secondary vortices leavea footprint in the phase–averaged statistics startingat about 	w = 70�, see Fig. 21d. This phase cor-responds to secondary structures observed in in-stantaneous volumetric Q–distributions discussedin sections 3.2 and 3.3, for example see Figs. 14, 16a,or 16d with 	w = 70� at z=0. The statistics reveala further increase in phase–averaged secondaryvortex strength Qneg, see Figs. 21e and 21f, beforereaching the fully developed “S”–shaped layout atabout 	w = 110� . . . 120�. It is known from the

(a)	w = 0� . . . 10� (b)	w = 30� . . . 40� (c)	w = 60� . . . 70� (d)	w = 70� . . . 80�

(e)	w = 80� . . . 90� (f)	w = 90� . . . 100� (g)	w = 110� . . . 120� (h)	w = 160� . . . 170�

Figure 21: Phase–averaged tip vortex strength Qtip (�) and negative secondary vortex strength Qneg (�)
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instantaneous samples that the occurrence of sec-ondary structures persists until much older wakeages, but the layout of the phase–averaged struc-tures is increasingly blurred and eroded due to theincreasing aperiodic wake scatter, for example seeFig. 21h for	w = 160� . . . 170�.
4. Conclusions

The major results of this study can be summarizedas follows:
• Shake–The–Box Lagrangian particle trackingwith subsequent regularized interpolation us-ing FlowFit was successfully applied to mea-sure volumetric and time–resolved flow fieldsin the wake of a subscale helicopter main ro-tor. The data provides insight into the three–dimensional wake structure which cannot beacquired by the usual planar measurement re-gions.
• The existence of secondary vortex structureswas verified by both Lagrangian tracks of theHFSB flow tracers and the derived vortex iden-tification criteria. To the authors’ knowledgethis is the first conclusive experimental proof.The secondary braids entangle the primarytip vortices in an “S”–shaped layout and orig-inate in the blade’s shear layer. A data post–processing routine based on spatial filters anda decomposition of the Q–criterion was ap-plied to isolate the wake’s vortical structure inlarge datasets.
• The rotor was operated in ground effect, re-sulting in a high wake unsteadiness and a largeaperiodicity of the primary blade tip vortices,which were partly involved in vortex pairingprocesses.
• The secondary vortices showed no distinct spa-tial organization such as a preferred separa-tion distance or an alternating sense of ro-tation. The existence of such an organizationis implied by other secondary instability phe-nomena, but may be covered by the turbu-lence and aperiodicity of the chosen test case.However, a slight preference towards a (in thecurrent definition) negative sense of rotationwas found. This sense complies with the shearstresses induced by the wake’s swirl, whichoriginates in the blade rotation direction.
• Both instantaneous and phase–averaged re-sults showed that the secondary structures are

created at an early wake age, starting at an az-imuth angle of about 70� in the rotor plane anddownstream of each blade. This result corre-sponds to numerical simulations. It confirmsthe hypothesis that the secondary vortices areaugmented by the stretching of a blade shearlayer under the influence of the tip vortex ofthe preceding rotor blade.
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